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Musique concrete
Musique concrete is an experimental form of music that uses acousmatic sound– meaning that
sounds are obscured through special effects or being played backwards, to such an extent that you
cannot determine the origin of the sound. The Beatles created the album without considering the
possibility of recreating the music in concert. This led to an musically adventurous piece of work
that used techniques such as varispeeding, reversed tapes, close audio miking and automatic double
tracking , these techniques were later adopted by the mainstream music industry.

1960s Counter Culture
The movement began in America and spread across the Western
World. Young people protested against the use of nuclear weapons,
the segregation of blacks and whites in the south of America and conservative social norms. Drug use spread amongst young middle class
people and protests took place involving clashes with police over issues such as civil liberties. This was hugely disturbing to the older,
more conservative generation. Young men and women wore their
hair long or in Afro hairstyles. They chose tie dye or slogan T Shirts
that contrasted heavily with the shirt and trouser combination favoured by their parents. Young people also addressed issues such as
feminism, gay rights and the right to have multiple sexual partners
outside of marriage. This was shocking to an older generation whose
teenage years had been heavily regimented during World War II and
subsequent years of national service. The Beatles’ albums Revolver,
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band and Magical Mystery Tour are
considered to be an important part of the musical Psychedelic Revolution.

PSYCHEDELIC
On the third floor of the museum you can see exhibits
from the Beatles’ time in India. During this period the
Beatles were exploring Eastern Mysticism and ways to
expand their thinking and
understanding of the world.
This included taking drugs
such as LSD to inspire their
writing.
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DOCTOR ROBERT
The song is written in the key of A major, although the key centre is B, thereby making it in the Mixolydian mode. The musical
arrangement has staggered layering, with backing vocals starting
in the second verse, the lead guitar just before the bridge while
the bridge itself has added harmonium and extra vocals mixed.
John's lead is automatically double tracked with each of the two
slightly-out-of-phase tracks split onto separate stereo channels;
creating a surrealistic effect supporting the lyric about drug use.
An interesting feature is the suitably "blissful" modulation (on
"well, well well you're feeling fine" ) to the key of B on the bridge
via an F♯7 pivot chord (VI7 in the old key of A and V7 in the new
key of B). The extended jam that lasts 43 seconds at the end was
recorded, but it was removed and replaced with a fade-out.
However, John says, "OK, Herb", in the very last second of the
song. (Wikipedia)
Allegedly, the song was written about a celebrity doctor who
would issue injections of B12 to his patients that were laced with
amphetamines. Drug taking was seen as exploratory and part of
the psychedelic revolution. It was not until later that the medical
profession began to realise the long term consequences of these
substances.

REVOLVER

Klaus Voorman
The album cover for Revolver was designed by Klaus
Voorman. Voorman met the Beatles during their
early years in Hamburg. He became close friends
with Stuart Sutcliffe who was also a keen artist.
Voorman later lived with the Beatles and was a successful musician in his own right. Revolver is an album that considers ideas of Eastern Mysticism and
concepts of life and death. View the exhibits on
Voorman and Sutcliffe.
Why might the band have chosen Voorman to create the cover for this particular album? Is there a
link between the spiritual ideas the Beatles were
exploring and their own past?

The title could be a pun referring to both a
gun and a revolving record on a turntable.
The symbolism of a gun is interesting as it
suggests that the album is firing shots at what
has gone before it and heralding in the new
counter culture.
The word revolver comes from the same Latin
root as revolution and the band could have considered the album to be both a musical and social revolution.
Finally, the band’s interest in Eastern Mysticism
would include questions of life and death and
reincarnation. The concept of a revolver is
rather like the idea of reincarnation and the
idea that life does not follow a linear path but a
cyclical one.

